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PPF: License: Freeware File Size: 36.32 MB Publisher: Price: Free System Requirements S
Description Download pfDataExtractor Features Extract data from and to various sources Mask
output data by replacing it with random realistic information Download page pfDataExtractor
Achieve Consistent Results in Excel With pfDataExtractor, the formatting of different cells is
automatically applied to your output data. This means that all cells will be formatted in the same
way, as there will be no manual copying and pasting of information to the output file. Actions, such
as the deletion of blanks, or the removal of a column or row, are automatically performed in the
same manner. For instance, if you want to remove a column from the Excel output file, the column
will be deleted automatically without you having to select it first. With pfDataExtractor, you can
automatically set the field values of your output cells. For instance, you can select the "Text Input"
option and enter the value of a field in the output cells. This application supports cells that contain
embedded formulas as well. For instance, if you want to calculate a percentage from the cell you
enter the value in, you can easily do so. However, if you want to perform a manual calculation, the
process is not as straightforward. In this case, you must manually enter the formulas you need in the
cells you want to use. Nonetheless, you can be sure that the pfDataExtractor software makes the
process as easy as possible. Actions, such as the deletion of blanks, or the removal of a column or
row, are automatically performed in the same manner. To sum it up, the pfDataExtractor is a
versatile tool that can make the process of extracting data from Excel file a rather simple and
straightforward process. pfDataExtractor Extract Data from PDF Files This application can also be
used to extract data from PDF files. However, this feature is not as extensive as it is with Excel, as it
is designed for extracting the data from
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KeyMacro is a small software utility that allows you to mask passwords in a database. As its name
suggests, this application lets you mask passwords by applying one or more macros to them. What is
a Macro? A macro is a short textual description (or "macro name") that specifies a transformation
that should be performed when the password is entered. The purpose of macros is to replace the
original password with one that can be used without any problems. Why use a macro? There are
several reasons why you might want to use macros in a password field: To mask the passwords If
you are storing passwords in your database, you might need to mask them so that they do not
appear in plain text. This application lets you mask the passwords and apply one or more macros to
them. To automatically change the password In some cases, your database might require that you
specify a password when you create a user. If that is the case, the application can let you specify a
transformation that can be performed automatically when a user's password is changed. To obscure
the password You might use a password in your database but you do not want the information
related to it to appear in plain text, including the password itself. In such cases, you can use macros
to mask the password, and then apply one or more rules that will be applied when the user attempts
to log in. For instance, you might specify that if the user's age is greater than or equal to a certain
age (say, 21), the password should not be printed in plain text. Macro Description: This application
allows you to create, edit and execute macros in the following fields: Fields Description Password
The password that you want to mask with a macro. Macro Name The name of the macro you want to
apply. Rule The rule you want to apply. Rule Type Type of the rule you want to apply. Example
Password: 123456 Macro Name: (@n) Rule Type: Description: Replaces the specified password with
(@n), where @n is a random number between 0 and 255. To use the macro Execute the macro that
will be stored in the database. Please note: if you change the password with another tool, the
original value will be lost. Therefore, if you change the password manually, the new password will
not be processed by macros. EXAMPLE MACRO: Password: 123456 2edc1e01e8
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pfDataExtractor can be used to extract data from various sources like databases, CSV files and other
binary data formats. It supports exporting to and importing from data sources like MSAccess, MS-
SQL, Oracle and ODBC. Supported file formats: pfDataExtractor can process various binary file
formats and store the extracted information into a MS-SQL, MSAccess, ODBC and MS-Access
database. You can create new CSV files or export to Excel, Microsoft Word or PDF format. All your
extractions are saved as a batch file. Data source control You can use pfDataExtractor as a one-time
data extractor or to create lists of data (based on a batch file) that you can later re-use in other
programs like MS-Access or MS-SQL. You can also automate data extractions with pfDataExtractor
using predefined variables and commands like "mydatabase, mytable, WHERE [field] [value]".
Syntax highlighting pfDataExtractor features syntax highlighting for: - PHP - Perl - SQL - SQL-Plus -
VB - VB-PowerShell - VBScript - VB-Generic - HTML - XML - Data-Schemas - Data-Statements - Data-
Scripts - Binary files - C and C++ source files - CMake files - Conf files - and much more... Data
import You can import data from a variety of data sources. Import csv files to a MS-Access or a MS-
SQL database: - CSV file format - File path or URL - CSV file name - Separator character - Column
names - Data - Header Import Excel or ODBC data files: - File path or URL - Excel file name - ODBC
database - Data source - Record separator - Header - Columns - Data - Text in quotes Import and
export SQL Server Compact data files: - File path or URL - SQL Server Compact database name -
File name - Data column - Quoted text Import to a MS-Access database: - File path or URL - File
name - Number of records to insert - SQL query to insert - SQL query to select Import to an SQLite
database: - File path or URL - File name
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When it comes to the issue of configuring an SQL Server database, it can be a challenging task,
especially if you do not have a reliable tool that can help you do so. Fortunately, nowadays there is a
wide selection of software solutions that can simplify your work by providing you with various handy
features. One of the applications that might come in handy in this situation is pfDataExtractor.
Please note that this program requires.NET Framework, SQL Server Compact Edition, Microsoft
Access Database Engine and Microsoft Data Access Components on your computer to run as
intended. Powerful data extraction utility that comes with a comprehensive interface This
application can be installed on your PC fairly easily, as it needs little to no configuration. During its
setup, the program detects if your PC lacks any required dependencies and prompts you to install
them if necessary. It comes with a minimalistic, extensive user interface that organizes its functions
neatly. However, this application is designed to simplify the work of advanced PC users by helping
them extract data from various sources in a convenient manner. Therefore, novices might find it
hard to understand and operate some of this utility's controls. Extract and transfer data from and to
various sources You can rely on this software solution if you need an efficient way of creating and
executing data extraction operations against various data sources. This application features support
for MSAccess, MSSQL, MSOracle, ODBC and OLEDB, thus providing you with a rather wide range
of capabilities regarding data extraction. You can also use it if you need to transfer data to a source
by specifying the destination, connection string, output table name, batch size and toggling the
overwrite function on or off. Mask output data by replacing it with random realistic information
After extraction, it is possible to mask the output information by relying on this program's dedicated
random data generator that replaces the original strings with realistic values. To sum it up,
pfDataExtractor is a powerful, reliable tool that can help you extract and transfer data from and to
various sources while also allowing you to mask output information. With PhoneFunia 4.4.2.1253,
you can freely download any ringtones to your smartphone and transfer them to any device, such as
a music player or a computer. The application has a rich set of features, which enables you to
manage and play your ringtones easily. You can choose a song from your collection and use it as
ringtone for your phone. If you find a ringtone you like, you can save it to your device or copy it
directly to your computer. This way, you can also easily transfer it to another device, for example, to
your computer, your tablet or to a smartphone. With PhoneFunia, ringtones have never been easier
to manage. You can easily set your new ringtone as your new favorite, see the list of favorites



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8, Windows Server 2008/2012 (64-bit) Processor: Dual-core CPU, 2.8 GHz
or faster Memory: 1GB RAM Hard Disk: 4GB available space Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8600 or ATI
Radeon HD2900 with 256MB RAM Networking: Broadband Internet connection Recommended:
Processor: Quad-core CPU, 2.8 GHz
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